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Kragthorpe: Atlanta Hawks’ success should lift Utah Jazz’s hopes  

By: Kurt Kragthorpe 

The NBA cleverly went to the heart of the Atlanta Hawks' success, without actually stealing Real Salt 

Lake's theme. 

The Team is the Star? I'd say so. The league distributed the Eastern Conference's Player of the Month 

award for January among Atlanta's five starters in an unprecedented move that captured the Hawks' 

ability to share everything. 

Atlanta's story should be celebrated in Utah, never mind that the Jazz gave away three-fifths of that 

remarkable lineup. Amid the lament of having lost Paul Millsap, Kyle Korver and DeMarre Carroll to free 

agency in the past five years, there's hope that Jazz coach Quin Snyder can replicate the Hawks' model 

with the Jazz, as a former Atlanta assistant. 

Or maybe there's just the future benefit that teams tend to improve markedly after Snyder leaves. 

How else to explain what the Hawks are doing? After finishing 38-44 last season, they stand 43-11 at the 

All-Star break — even after blowing an 18-point lead Wednesday in a last-second loss at Boston. 

The Hawks have four players (including Millsap and Korver) in Sunday's All-Star Game, but their record 

far transcends their level of talent. None of those guys is a first-team All-NBA player. 

Atlanta is showing that the San Antonio system can work elsewhere, and that good coaching can make 

an impact. Mike Budenholzer, a longtime Gregg Popovich assistant with the Spurs, is proving to be quite 

a discovery as a head coach. 

The offensive scheme of spacing and unselfish play that resembles what Snyder is trying to do with the 

Jazz is effective, when properly executed. So is Atlanta's defensive approach. Not surprisingly, the Hawks 

rank among the NBA's top seven teams in efficiency at each end of the court. 

Atlanta's elements of film study and player development that involved Snyder last season are having 

some residual effect in his absence. He did considerable work with Korver and Carroll, and Millsap also 

endorses Snyder. 

They're all thriving this season. So is Jazz forward Gordon Hayward, whose improvement serves as a 

showcase of Snyder's scheme and teaching ability. Hayward would fit wonderfully into the Hawks' 

system, which is a good sign for the Jazz. If they can surround him with more talent, he can elevate the 

Jazz to a playoff level in the Western Conference. 

That's true, even if he's the team's best player. No one would have made that statement last season, 

when Hayward did not respond well to his huge responsibility. Thanks to Snyder, that has changed. 



Part of Atlanta's success involves geography. The Hawks benefit by playing in the Eastern Conference, 

yet they're 15-4 against the West, so that's not the only explanation for their record. 

The Jazz's biggest deficiency, compared with Atlanta, comes at point guard. Jeff Teague is an All-Star, 

and the Jazz are a long way from having anyone in such as a class at that position. They once did have a 

conference Player of the Month at point guard, but they traded Deron Williams three months later. They 

got plenty in return for him, unlike what happened with Korver, Millsap or Carroll. 

But those departures are too easy to second-guess. At the time, there was a logical explanation for each 

move, with the payroll squeeze of Andrei Kirilenko's contract (Korver), the need to develop Derrick 

Favors and Enes Kanter (Millsap) and the simple undervaluing of ability (Carroll). 

They've improved, beyond anyone's expectations. Millsap's 3-point-shooting ability was well-hidden in 

the Jerry Sloan/Tyrone Corbin era in Utah, Korver learned to play defense in Chicago before coming to 

Atlanta, and Carroll is a product of a system that rewards his effort. Korver is a marvel at age 33, 

shooting better than 50 percent from 3-point range, 50 percent overall and 90 percent from the free-

throw line — which nobody in NBA history has done for a full season. 

All of that is good news for Jazz fans, beyond being material for regret. Everything the Hawks are doing 

suggests that Snyder someday soon can get the Jazz to the 43-win mark — by the end of the season, 

anyway. Not by the All-Star break. 

 

 


